City as Platform, Play and Narrative in the Physical World: A Peek Behind the Curtain at the Jejune Institute
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what is situational design?
"Vital-Orbit"

ACTUAL HUMAN FORCE FIELD!

Channels users own hydrodynamic activities to propel a spherical charge armament against all material bodies and organic compounds. Unintended matter undergoes total magnetic reversal (negativism) prevents conflict. Protects life, personal actualization, ultimate privacy.

Recent advancements allow for the deployment of the Vital-Orbit device.

A new device, a particle and energy biodetection system, is now available for individual and collective defense against all forms of attack.

Product is composed of an arcuate, high powered device that projects an energy field that disrupts and neutralizes all forms of matter.

Place orders for free informational pamphlets, investor kits.

The Vital-Orbit device is currently in limited distribution, ensuring a future of freedom and security for all.
"... blew my mind so hard that the top of my skull still flaps in the wind."
San Francisco Bay Guardian

An Interactive Narrative Adventure

Inconspicuously and subtly the clues present themselves. A trail of crumbs. A peculiar scavenger hunt. An instant massage offering a code. Unlocking a map. Leading to a key in a hidden lock box. Containing a rare coin. That purchases some magic beans, which when watered grow into an interweaving story line, until you are immersed, finding yourself at the center of the action.

Take the first step at
www.nonchalance.com

415-325-4102 1-888-717-7517

GAMES OF NONCHALANCE
An Interactive Narrative Adventure

rememberingeva.com
FROM RECEPTION: TURN RIGHT.
AT THE CORNER OF THE BUILDING TURN
RIGHT AGAIN. ENTER THE 3RD DOOR DOWN ON
THE LEFT HAND SIDE OF THE HALLWAY. WELL DONE.
BY UTILIZING THIS KEY AND ENTERING THE INDUCTION
CENTER YOU ACKNOWLEDGE FULL CONSENT OF ALL
ACTIVITIES WITHIN (WHICH MAY BE記錄ED)
AND THEREBY RELEASE THE JEJUNE INSTITUTE
OF ANY AND ALL LIABILITY ASSOCIATED
WITH YOUR PARTICIPATION
IN THIS PROGRAM.
THANK YOU.
why would you want to play in real space?
worthwhile challenges
where do you NOT look?
just reframe what’s already there
but this is dorkbot, what about the tech?
System Status:

- **Floorplate**
  - X = Something's on floorpad.
  - Blank = Floorpad is clear.
- **Door**
  - X = Door is open.
  - Blank = Door is closed.

Activity Indicators:

- **Green** = Audio cue voice.
- **Red** = Audio to O-Scope.
- **Green** = Playing
  - Red = Not playing

**Motion Detection Progress**

- Motion detected, capturing video...
- 14:25 captured, in 35 segments
- Preview video during motion detection

**Note:** BOTH lights must be green for system to be ready for start. (although during use, the top light may become red during certain parts of the presentation.)

PanicReset

- Red = Stops all audio and video and relays room to "twisty" status within about a second.

Manual System Start

- Blue = Manually starts the routine and sets to "twisty" status. Also assumes someone HAS entered the room, (and is currently in)

JeJune Computer System v.2.9 /
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low tech / old tech
how do I play this?
how do I navigate this?
You typed: &_where to go

NOT A COMMAND

For help, type: '&_help'.

If you are sure your command is correct, try using the command token: '&_' in front of your command

command &> []

[MISSION]::[PROGRAMS]::[DEPARTMENTS]::[SUPPORT]::[DOWNLOADS]::[CONTACT]::[HELP]

*******************************************************
how do I listen to this?